
MAXIMUM PERFORMANCE WITH A CUTTING-EDGE DESIGN

SPORTS SEATS COMPACT

The uses for RECARO sports seats know no bounds. Our 
unique products are the ideal basis for projects of all kinds – 
from very sporty or totally remodeled interiors all the way to 
exclusive customization products and mini production runs. 

There is hardly a motorsport event, auto tuning trade show, 
or motor show anywhere in the world where you won’t come 
across RECARO seats...

The driver’s seat plays a key role in this – especially when the driver's style is sporty. The better your 
sitting position, the better your reactions. And the better you have the vehicle under control. That is why 
we build sports seats with excellent seat performance. 

Our seats bring together the best of over 100 years of 
company history with over 40 years of experience in 
professional motor-sport. We incorporate this comprehensive 
know-how into our development of sports seats for road 
cars, thus giving us a competitive edge in seat performance 
that you too can take advantage of in your vehicle. The 
sportier the driving style, the more important your level of 
concentration must be. And that’s where RECARO seats will 
really win you over. Their ergonomically designed form gives 
the driver optimum support and thus an immediate feel for 
the road. Strong lines, optimum form, individual styling and 
exclusive looks – a RECARO sports seat combines maximum 
sporting flair and cutting-edge design. 
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https://www.carid.com/recaro/
https://www.carid.com/seats.html


RECARO Speed

Highlight:
Sports seat at an entry-level price 

Product benefits:

 ·Suitable for 3 and 4-point belts

 ·Backrest angle adjustable with millimeter precision

 ·Pronounced seat cushion and backrest side bolsters for perfect lateral hold

 · Integrated headrest

 ·Backrest adjustment and tilt-forward release on both sides

 ·Available in 10 sporty colors

RECARO Cross Speed

Highlight:
Sports seat for easy access 

Product benefits:

 ·  Easy access for getting in and out easily. Low side bolsters for easy
access while still providing perfect lateral hold

 ·  Seat cushion for medium-sized to large persons: long seat cushion with
less pronounced, very low side bolsters

 ·Suitable for 3 and 4-point belts

 ·Backrest angle adjustable with millimeter precision

 ·Extendable seat cushion

 ·Available in 6 sporty colors

RECARO Sportster CS

Highlight:
Perfect fusion of sports seat and racing seat

Product benefits:

 ·   Innovative tiltable/adjustable lightweight shell made of
composite materials in a space-saving design

 ·Available with seat heating

 ·  Integrated universal side airbag makes it easy to transfer
the seat to another vehicle (optional)

 ·Backrest tilt-forward release integrated into the belt guide

 ·Pronounced side bolsters for perfect lateral hold
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RECARO Pole Position (ABE),
RECARO Pole Position Carbon (ABE)

Highlight:
Racing seat for road car use 

Product benefits:

 ·Racing seat with ABE/TÜV component certification

 ·  Two model options available: with the seat shell made from glass fiber reinforced
plastic (GRP) or from carbon-Kevlar® composite (CFRP)

 ·Suitable for 3- or 4-point belts

 ·Fully compliant with German general motoring legislation

 ·RECARO Pole Position (ABE): 7 kg (shell weight)

 ·  RECARO Pole Position Carbon (ABE): one of the lightest retrofit seats in the world.
It weighs only approximately 4.5 kg (shell weight)

RECARO Cross Sportster CS

Highlight: 
Perfect fusion of sports seat and racing seat for easy access 

Product benefits:

 ·Easy access for getting in and out easily

 · Innovative tiltable/adjustable lightweight shell
made of composite materials in a space-saving design

 ·With or without universal side airbag

 ·Available with seat heating

 ·Backrest tilt-forward release integrated into the belt guide


